Global Indigenous Data Alliance Meeting
Date/Time: Monday, 16th March 2020, 14:00 - 16:00
Location: Wharf Hotel WTC - Riverside
18 - 38 Siddeley Street, Melbourne VIC 3005

Workshop Identifying Data Science Tools to Enhance Indigenous Data Sovereignty for Health Data
Date/Time: Tuesday 17th March 2020, 9:00 - 17:00
Location: The Digital Lab (Room 213-215) @ University of Melbourne

BoF - Indigenous Data Sovereignty: Implementing Traditional Knowledge and Biocultural Labels - The Practicalities
Date/Time: Wednesday, 18th March 2020, 16:30 - 18:00
Location details on RDA Plenary Programme (Check for updates)

JOINT MEETING - FAIR Data Maturity Model WG, International Indigenous Data Sovereignty IG: Operationalising Be FAIR and CARE
Date/Time: Thursday, 19th March 2020, 14:30 - 16:00
Location details on RDA Plenary Programme (Check for updates)

Panel Session on Indigenous Data Issues
Date/Time: Friday, 20th March 2020, 9:30 - 10:30
Location details on RDA Plenary Programme (Check for updates)

Interest Group - International Indigenous Data Sovereignty: Indigenous Data Sovereignty in Action
Date/Time: Friday, 20th March 2020, 11:00 - 12:30
Location details on RDA Plenary Programme (Check for updates)